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A R T E  L I Q U I DA
ROSSO TOSCANO
INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA TIPICA

Arteliquida is a project where art and wine meet each other creating new shapes’ and 
tastes’ identity every year. Arteliquida is not merely a label, but a visual expression of the 
many aspects belonging to the wine’s world, emphasizing wine research ( with the con-
tained) as much as the artistic one ( with the bottle). This wine springs from the friend-
ship between the producer Alessandro Griccioli and the artist Eugenia Vanni; they keep 
taking care of and enriching the project with new ideas and collateral events every year.

Using a single rare Tuscan grape, Malvasia Nera, Arteliquida Rosso opens new fla-
vours from the grape and structures itself around minerals from the soils of Siena, 
Tuscany. Elegance froma delicate blackberry and hint of raspberry gives a smooth 
lasting flavour along with a full body from 18 months in our French oak barrels.

The label 2010: The contemporary artwork by Eugenia Vanni shows instinctive 
thinking, an image of moon which is actually a mosaic. This is linking the old 
knowledge of how the phases of the moon affect the wine making process and 
when we transfer the wine inside the old cellars.

Grape variety: Malvasia Nera 100%.
Origin area: Tenuta di Montechiaro - Siena.
Alcohol: 13,50% by Vol.

TASTING NOTES
Colour: Very intense ruby colour.
Scents: Complex and elegant, with fruited recognitions of blackberries, 
raspberries and plumes, tobacco, chocolate and balsamic notes.
Taste: Great mineral structure, elegant tannins, long tasting persistence.
Service temperature: 18° - 20° C.
Food pairing: Roasted meets, game, aged cheese.

WINE MAKING AND AGING
Harvesting method: Manual in small crates. Fermentation: 20 days.
Skin maceration: 18 days. Lenght of aging: 18 months.
Aging containers: New French Tonneaux.


